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Introduction 

In this document, the use of the following string functions will be 

discussed: 

 

•   Subfield() 

•   Index() 

•   Len() 

•   Minstring() 

•   Maxstring() 

•   Substringcount() 

 

String functions provide a way for us to manipulate data and find 

aspects of the data that needs to be used.  Some of these functions can 

be used in the script and in expressions but it depends on the function. 

SUPPORTING MATERIALS 

• QVW. A QVW titled String 

Functions.qvw was created 

to illustrate how these string 

functions can be used. 
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Set the Scene  

There are times when the source data that we load into QlikView is not necessarily how we want 

it in our QlikView application.  QlikView provides a host of functions that allow us to transform 

our data into a format that works for us.  The string functions reviewed in this document are ones 

that are often used but they are only a part of what is available in QlikView. 

FUNCTIONS, FEATURES AND TRICKS USED 

The following string functions will be defined in this document: 

•   Subfield() 

•   Len() 

•   Index() 

•   MinString() 

•   MaxString() 

•   Substringcount()  
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Subfield() Function 

The subfield() function is defined in QlikView Help this way: 

 

subfield(s, 'delimiter' [ , index ] )  

In its three-parameter version, this script function returns a given substring from a 

larger string s with delimiter 'delimiter'. index is an optional integer denoting which 

of the substrings should be returned. If index is omitted when subfield is used in 

a field expression in a load statement, the subfield function will cause the load 

statement to automatically generate one full record of input data for each 

substring that can be found in s.  

In its two-parameter version, the subfield function generates one record for each 

substring that can be taken from a larger string s with the delimiter 'delimiter'. If 

several subfield functions are used in the same load statement, the Cartesian 

product of all combinations will be generated. 

 

The subfield() function is a script only function that can be used to break down a single field into 

separate field values.  For example, a Color field may contain all colors that a product is sold in 

so the data in the field may look something like this: Red; Blue; Green.   

 

 

 

In QlikView, we would want the ability to make selections on the Color field so the preference 

would be to have the colors in separate fields so the user can select a single color or a 

combination of colors.  If the value of the color field was to remain as Red; Blue; Green then 

these colors would always be selected together and not individually.  Here is what our list boxes 

in QlikView may look like: 
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If I wanted to know which products come in red, I have no way of doing that because I cannot 

select only the color red from the Color list box.  To solve this problem, we can use the Subfield() 

function to breakdown the Color field.  The script will look like this 

 

ProductColors1: 

NoConcatenate LOAD 

 ProductID, 

 Product, 

 SubField(Color, ';') as Color1 

Resident ProductTemp;  

Now the table looks like this: 

 

For each product / color combintion, a new row was created.  Now the list boxes in the 

application look like this and we are able to select red from the Color list box and see which 

products come in red.  
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Now in this example, we did not use the 3rd parameter of the Subfield() function.  Let’s see how 

the Subfield() function can be used if we use all three parameters.  In this example, the source 

data looked like the image below with the Specs field containing various information about the 

product including the color.  If we wanted to create a color list box so that we can view the 

products and the colors they are available in then we need to isolate the color portion of the 

Specs field.  In this case, we are only interested in the 2nd substring of the Specs field. 

 

The script used to create the color field in this case will look like this: 

 

ProductColors2: 

NoConcatenate LOAD 

 ProductID, 

 Product, 

 SubField(Specs, ';', 2) as Color2 

Resident ProductTemp;  

 

The 3rd parameter notes which part of the substring we want.  The result of this script creates a 

table with only the products and the colors. 
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We can go one step further and create a new field for each spec with this script: 

 

ProductColors2: 

NoConcatenate LOAD 

 ProductID, 

 Product, 

 SubField(Specs, ';', 1) as Material, 

 SubField(Specs, ';', 2) as Color2, 

 SubField(Specs, ';', 3) as Size 

Resident ProductTemp;  
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Len() Function 

The Len() function is defined in QlikView Help this way: 

 

len( s )  

Length of string s. The result is an integer.  

  

The Len() function returns the length of a string.  This function can be used in the script or in an 

expression.  In its simplest form it can be to determine the length of the Name field like this: 

 

NoConcatenate LOAD 

 NameID, 

 Name, 

 Len(Name) as NameLength 

Resident NameTemp;  

 

The length includes all characters including spaces.  The format of the function is the same in an 

expression. 
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Index() Function 

The Index() function is defined in QlikView Help this way: 

 

index(s1 , s2[ , n])  

Position of a substring. This function gives the starting position of the n:th 
occurrence of substring s2 in string s1. If n is omitted, the first occurrence is 
assumed. If n is negative, the search is made starting from the end of string s1. 
The result is an integer. The positions in the string are numbered from 1 and up.  

 

The Index() function returns the position of a substring within another string.  This function can 

be used in the script or in an expression.  There is the option to indicate if you want the search to 

start at the beginning of the string or at the end as well as the option to indicate which substring 

occurrence to search for.  To illustrate the Index() function, let’s look at a phone number.  

Assume we have a field with a phone number such as 215-555-1212.  We could use the Index() 

function if we wanted to parse the phone number into 3 parts.  The script would look like this: 

 

Phone: 

NoConcatenate LOAD 

 PhoneID, 

 Phone, 

 Left(Phone, Index(Phone, '-')-1) as Phone1, 

 Mid(Phone, Index(Phone, '-')+1, 3) as Phone2, 

 Right(Phone, Len(Phone)-Index(Phone, '-', 2)) as Phone3 

Resident PhoneTemp;  

  

  

  

 

Let’s take a closer look at what we are doing.  To parse out the area code (Phone1 field), the 

Left()  function and the Index() function are used.  The Left() function takes 2 parameters: the 

first is the string and the second is the number of characters to return from the string.  For 

instance, if the field S is 215-555-1212, then Left(S, 3) will return 215 the left most 3 characters.  

In the script Left(Phone, Index(Phone, '-')-1) as Phone1, the string is the  Phone field 

and we use the Index() function to determine where the first ‘-‘ is located.  Since we  
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are only interested in the numbers to the left of the first ‘-‘, 1 is subtracted from what the Index 

function returns.  The Phone2 part of the script Mid(Phone, Index(Phone, '-')+1, 3) as 

Phone2 does something similar except it uses the Mid() function to capture characters in the 

middle of the string (or in this case the phone number).  To capture the last part of the phone 

number, the Right() function and Len() function are used to determine where the last ‘-‘ is 

located and that is subtracted from the length of the entire string to determine how many of the 

rightmost characters we want to capture:  Right(Phone, Len(Phone)-Index(Phone, '-', 

2)) as Phone3. 
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MinString() Function 

The MinString() function can be used in both an expression and the script.  For chart 

expressions, the MinString() function is defined in QlikView Help this way: 

 

MinString([{set_expression}][ total [<fld {, fld}>]] expression)  

If expression iterated over the chart dimension(s) contains one or more values 
with a string representation (any text or number), the first text value in text sort 
order is returned, else NULL is returned.  

 

In a chart expression, the MinString() function will return the lowest / first value for the chart 

dimension.  For example, if there is table of customer sales and there is more than one row of 

sales for a customer, the MinString(Sales)  expression will return the row with the lowest sales 

value. 

                 

The MinString() function can also be used in the script.  For the script, QlikView Help defines the 

MinString() function this way: 

 

MinString(expression )  

Returns the first text value of expression over a number of records, as defined by 

a group by clause. If no text value is found, NULL is returned.  

Example: 

Load Month, MinString(Month) as FirstSalesMonth from abc.csv group by Year; 
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In the script, the MinString() function also returns the lowest or first text value of an expression 

over all the records in the group by clause.  So using the same data used in the previous 

example, the MinString() values can be determined in the script as the data is being loaded thus 

removing the need to perform the MinString() function in the chart expression.  Here is what the 

script would look like: 

 

NoConcatenate LOAD 

 CustomerID, 

 MinString(Sales) as MinSales, 

 MaxString(Sales) as MaxSales 

Resident SalesTemp 

Group By CustomerID;  

 

To display the results, the MinString() function is no longer needed and the customer and sales 

data can be displayed in a Table Box.   

 

Using the MinString() function in the script eliminates the other sales data from the data model.  

If the other sales data is needed for other charts, then using the MinString() function in a chart 

expression is the best bet so that you still have access to all the sales data. 
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MaxString() Function 

The MaxString() function can be used in both an expression and the script.  For chart 

expressions, the MaxString() function is defined in QlikView Help this way: 

 

MaxString([{set_expression}][ total [<fld {, fld}>]] expression)  

If expression iterated over the chart dimension(s) contains one or more values 
with a string representation (any text or number), the last text value in text sort 
order is returned, else NULL is returned.  

 

In a chart expression, the MaxString() function will return the highest / last value for the chart 

dimension.  For example, if there is table of customer sales and there is more than one row of 

sales for a customer, the MaxString(Sales)  expression will return the row with the highest sales 

value. 

                  

The MaxString() function can also be used in the script.  For the script, QlikView Help defines 

the MaxString() function this way: 

 

MaxString(expression )  

Returns the last text value of expression over a number of records, as defined by 

a group by clause. If no text value is found, NULL is returned.  

Example: 

Load Month, MaxString(Month) as LastSalesMonth from abc.csv group by Year; 
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In the script, the MaxString() function also returns the highest or last text value of an expression 

over all the records in the group by clause.  So using the same data in the previous example, the 

MaxString() values can be determined in the script as the data is being loaded thus removing the 

need to perform the MaxString() function in the chart expression.  Here is what the script would 

look like: 

 

NoConcatenate LOAD 

 CustomerID, 

MinString(Sales) as MinSales, 

 MaxString(Sales) as MaxSales 

Resident SalesTemp 

Group By CustomerID;  

 

To display the results, the MaxString() function is no longer needed and the customer and sales 

data can be displayed in a Table Box.   

 

Using the MaxString() function in the script eliminates the other sales data from the data model.  

If the other sales data is needed for other charts, then using the MaxString() function in a chart 

expression is the best bet so that you still have access to all the sales data. 
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Substringcount() Function 

The Substringcount() function is defined in QlikView Help this way: 

 

substringcount( text , substring)  

Returns the number of times the string substring appears within the string text. 
The result is an integer. If there is no match, 0 is returned 

 

The Substringcount() function can be used to determine how many times a substring appears in 

a string.  This function can be used in the script or in an expression.  Let’s first take a look at 

how the Substringcount() function can be used in an expression.  In this example, there are 3 

countries and when the user selects a country name from the list box, the respective country text 

object should be visible.  If all or no country names are selected then all country text boxes 

should be visible. 
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The expression used to determine if the text box is visible uses the Substringcount() function in 

the condition show expression. 

 

If(SubStringCount(Concat(Country,';'), 'USA')>0,1,0)  

 

In this expression, the Concat() function will concatenate all the selected or possible country 

values separating them with a semi-colon (for example, France;Italy;USA).  The 

Substringcount() function will then check that string and will return the number of times that USA 

is in that string.  If USA is selected or is possible, 1 will be returned.  If USA is not selected and 

not a possible value then 0 will be returned and the text box will not show. 

 

The Substringcount() function can also be used in the script.  In this example, the 

Substringcount() function will be used to create flags. 

 

CountryFlags: 

NoConcatenate LOAD 

 CountryID, 

 Country, 

 If(SubStringCount(Country, 'USA')>0, 1, 0) as USA_Flag 

Resident Country;  

 

If the Country field has the string USA in it, then the flag is added for the USA_Flag field. 
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Summary  

In this technical brief we looked at 6 string functions: Subfield(), Len(), Index(), MinString(), 

MaxString() and Subfieldcount() that can be used in expressions and/or the script to manipulate 

and/or parse data.  
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